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Cut Overhead & Labor Up to 50% 
Traditionally, floor care has been a labor-intensive process.  Service 
contractors continually apply floor finish, spray buff, strip, and com-
pletely refinish floors as often as three times a year. 
TOP GUARD will change the way you maintain floors forever.  
Simply mop TOP GUARD over any high quality sealer or floor finish 
and burnish to a mirror shine with any ultra high speed machine.  It’s 
that easy, and economical.  Because TOP GUARD eliminates the 
need for as many as seven regularly used products.  Now just one 
product simplifies your operation, saves labor, and cuts costs. 

Low Maintenance 
Super high gloss 
Slip-Resistant 
Non-Hazardous 
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Amazing Protection! 
Unbelievable Shine 

TOP GUARD is an amazing professional 
floor protection product recommended 
for all high traffic retail and commercial 
environments. 
TOP GUARD will strengthen all acrylic 
floor finishes and produce durability 
never before imagined.  It has been 
proven in the field to create a lustrous 
“wet look” shine that is non-slip and very 
safe. 
Regular high speed buffing with TOP 
GUARD produces a barrier that 
insulates the floor from the floor pad.  
The result is a floor finish which is 20-30 
times more durable and safer than ever 
before. 

For the Shine of Your Life For the Shine of Your Life 

Non-Corrosive 
Eliminates Frequent Stripping 
Environmentally Friendly 
Eliminates All Burnishing Dust 

UL 
CLASSIFIED CLASSIFIED BY: 

UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES, INC. 
AS TO SLIP RESISTANCE ONLY 239 S 

Recommended for use on 
all vinyl composition, vinyl, 
sealed wood, pirelli, 
ceramic, quarry, terrazzo, 
granite and marble floors 

A Better Way to a Beautiful Floor 
How many times have you broken your back stripping and refinishing and wondered “There’s got 
to be a better way!”  With TOP GUARD, there is! 
TOP GUARD is the amazing cleaning and protective product that virtually eliminates stripping 
forever.  Simply mop TOP GUARD over any well prepared floor and burnish with an ultra high 
speed machine for a glossy “wet look” shine with superior slip resistance. 
Regular maintenance with TOP GUARD removes dirt, black heel marks, scuffs, and scratches.  
TOP GUARD is compatible with any sealer or finish and will not discolor or build-up with frequent 
usage 
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